
Click or Clunk Intervention 

Students periodically check their understanding of sentences, paragraphs, and pages of text as they 

read. When students encounter problems with vocabulary or comprehension, they use a checklist to 

apply simple strategies to solve those reading difficulties. 

Reserve at least a full instructional session to introduce this comprehension strategy. 

  

Materials 

• Overhead transparencies of practice reading passages and My Reading Check Sheet, 

transparency markers 

• Student copies of practice reading passages (optional) or reading/text books, My Reading Check 

Sheet 

Preparation: 

• Prepare overheads of sample passages. 

Steps to Implementing This Intervention 

Step 1: Tell students that they will be learning ways to read more carefully. Hand out student copies of 

My Reading Check Sheet (see attachment at the bottom of this page).   

  

Review all of the reading strategies on the student handout. 

Instruct students that, during any reading assignment, when they come to: 

• The end of each sentence, they should ask the question, "Did I understand this sentence?" If 

students understand the sentence, they say "Click!" and continue reading. If they do not 

understand, they say "Clunk!" and refer to the strategy sheet My Reading Check Sheet to correct 

the problem. 

• The end of each paragraph, they should ask the question, "What did the paragraph say?" If they 

do not know the main idea(s) of the paragraph, students refer to the strategy sheet My Reading 

Check Sheet to correct the problem. 

• The end of each page, they should ask the question, "What do I remember?" If they do not 

remember sufficient information, students refer to the strategy sheet My Reading Check Sheet 

to correct the problem. 

Read through a sample passage with the class. At the end of each sentence, paragraph, and page, "think 

aloud" as you model use of the comprehension checks. (As you read each sentence, be sure to call out 

"Click!" when you and the class understand a sentence and "Clunk!" when you do not.) 

Step 2: When students have learned to use the "Click or Clunk?" strategy, have them use it in 

independent reading assignments. 
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